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Princess Fondue Set 1.5 L
Prepare  different  types  of  fondue  with  the  Princess  brand  fondue  set.  The  device  supports  4  modes,  offers  a  1.5-liter  capacity  and
features  800 watts  of  power.  The  non-stick  coating  makes  it  easy  to  clean.  The  set  comes  with  8  forks,  so  you  can  enjoy  a  delicious
dinner with your loved ones.
 
An essential for every kitchen
With the Princess fondue set you will  surprise your guests with a variety of  flavors.  The capacity of  the pot is  1.5 l,  so you can easily
prepare various types of  fondue,  which can delight  up to 8 people.  Operation of  the device is  simple,  and is  further  facilitated by the
built-in thermostat.
 
Attention to detail
Non-slip  feet  prevent  the  device  from  moving  on  the  table,  which  ensures  stability  during  use.  Also  noteworthy  are  the  overheat
protection and the power LED, which ensure safe use. The bamboo base allows convenient transportation of the fondue. The pot is made
of aluminum and stainless steel, making it sturdy and not susceptible to damage.
 
Set includes:
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Fondue pot x1
Base x1
Fork x8
	Manufacturer
	Princess
	Model
	01.173025.01.001
	Capacity
	1.5 l
	Power
	800 W
	AC input voltage
	220-240 V
	AC input frequency
	50 / 60 Hz
	Power plug type
	Type F (CEE 7/4)
	Number of heating elements
	1
	Number of settings
	4
	Adjustable thermostat
	Yes
	Temperature
	Up to 190° (max.)
	Protection against overheating
	Yes
	Power light
	Yes
	Material
	Aluminum, stainless steel
	Cable length
	2 m
	Weight
	2.13 kg

Preço:

€ 56.00

Pequenos eletrodomésticos, Other
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